Appendix 3: Abbreviations used for investigation of variation across speaker groups of German (Section 3.2)

Schema modified from Foth (2006); modified labels are marked with an asterisk (*).

Adv | adverb
*Dirp | prepositional phrase, directional
*Dirpp | prepositional phrase, directional, preposition specified by the verb
Expl | expletive *es* (*it*)
Neb | subordinate clause
Ojba | accusative object
Ojdp | dative object
Ojp | prepositional object (preposition specified by the verb)
Pn | nominal complement to a preposition without overt case marking
*Pna | nominal complement to a preposition, accusative
*Pnd | nominal complement to a preposition, dative
*Png | nominal complement to a preposition, genitive
Pp | prepositional phrase
Pred | predicate
Rel | relative clause
Subj | subject